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Lessons for other cites in Bengaluru's
new framework for urban transport
(Comment)

 

The Karnataka government has again announced the creation of a
Uni�ed Metropolitan Transport Authority (UMTA) for Bengaluru. A
UMTA could radically transform the way urban transport is
planned and implemented in the city. However, we also need to
consider the fact that this is not the �rst time a UMTA is being
planned for Bengaluru. Such an attempt was also made earlier, but
the project failed to garner much success.

A majority of vehicles in Bengaluru are privately owned (�ve million
two-wheelers and 1.4 million four-wheelers, as of 2017, for a
population of approximately 12 million). This trend has been
signi�cantly aided by the current urban transport institutional set-
up. Its prioritisation of elevated corridors, steel �yovers and signal-
free corridors indicates a tilt towards momentary convenience
rather than prudent sustainable mobility. Such proposals would
eventually lead to increased congestion, pollution and other
negative consequences in the years to come.

Bengaluru's history of multiple (and often competing) transport
agencies is a major reason for such unsustainable projects being
proposed and implemented. To avoid such situations, Bengaluru
needs to have a uni�ed agency, a UMTA, which would have the
power to invest in sustainable transport projects.

The previous attempt to create a UMTA, called Bangalore Metropolitan Land Transport Authority
(BMLTA), was made in 2007. It was created along the lines of Singapore Land Transport Authority (LTA)
and was meant to decide on investments in sustainable urban transport systems.

It was formed as a committee headed by the Chief Secretary, with Commissioner, Directorate of Urban
Land Transport (DULT) being the member-convener. Heads of various public transport agencies in
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Bengaluru and other state government departments such as transport department, �nance department
and urban development department were members of the committee.

Even though BMLTA was announced with the best intentions, it never took o�. The major challenge was
that it had no �nancial and legislative power to make decisions related to transport planning. Planning
and implementation of urban transport still remained with the individual agencies.

A second challenge for the BMLTA was the weak institutional arrangement. Many organisations did not
participate in the endeavour.

Even though the erstwhile BMLTA had been planned along the lines of Singapore LTA -- as has the
proposed UMTA -- there are some fundamental di�erences among these agencies. LTA is a land-
transport planning authority and has the power to plan land-use. In the case of Bengaluru, this power
rests with the Bangalore Development Authority (BDA).

Additionally, LTA has the authority to plan the public transport network while individual agencies are
service providers. In Bengaluru, service providers such as BMTC and BMRCL are planning and
implementing agencies. There is little support from the state government to cover operational losses of
these agencies.

Thus, it is clear that for the UMTA to be successful, it needs �nancial and legislative authority as well as
independent professional management. Such an empowered agency would have the power to decide
the nature of transport investments for the city.

From a �nancial perspective, the proposed UMTA should be able to fund both operational and capital
costs. Mechanisms such as petrol/diesel cess, congestion fees and user charges on cab aggregators can
feed into an urban transport fund to cover operational costs. On the other hand, capital costs would
require funding from state and central governments.

Given that the UMTA would be a technical agency entrusted with transport planning for the
metropolitan area, it would bene�t from having a technocrat at its helm, along with a team of technically
competent sta�.

If the proposed agency is to be successful, certain key issues need to be addressed �rst. The state and
central governments should subscribe to key principles of sustainable transport, and translate those
into capital investments. Additionally, transport agencies like BMTC and BMRCL would need to reconcile
themselves to the fact that they would be service providers and not planning agencies.

We hope that these points are taken into consideration, which, in turn, would lead to the establishment
of a successful transport authority for Bengaluru.

(Trupti Deshpande is a Research Analyst and Vivek Vaidyanathan a Research Scientist at Bengaluru's
Center for Study of Science, Technology and Policy [CSTEP], a research-policy think tank. The views
expressed at those of CSTEP. The authors may be contacted at cpe@cstep.in <mailto:cpe@cstep.in>)
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